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ABSTRACT OF PRESENTATION 
When the kingdom of Norway emerged in the Viking Period (c. 900 AD), it acquired a most 
unusual type of name. The normal Early-Medieval European kingdom’s name would be composed 
of the name a tribe or people with a suffix denoting ‘territory’; for instance, Denmark, the ‘mark’ 
(land) of the Danes, or England, land of the Angles. But Norway (Old Norse Norðvegr) is 
composed of ‘north’ and ‘way’, denoting ‘the sailing route to the North’. To my knowledge this is 
the only instance of a kingdom being named after a communication route. How can this be? 
The story behind the name, which will be unravelled in the presentation, involves Vikings, 
seafaring, and the conditions for survival, prosperity and political dominance in the rugged 
landscape of the Norwegian coast.  
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